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Session Objectives

As the result of attending this session, attendees will gain:

• an awareness of the need for program standards and assessment guidelines for cross-functional issues or topic-oriented teams, including FYE.

• increased knowledge of essential elements and best practices for FYE cross-functional teams.

• understanding of how to efficiently conduct a self-study of a FYE program that encompasses elements of multiple functional areas
“Founded in 1979, the Council for the Advancement of Standards in Higher Education (CAS) is the pre-eminent force for promoting standards in student affairs, student services, and student development programs. CAS creates and delivers dynamic, credible standards, guidelines, and Self-Assessment Guides that are designed to lead to a host of quality programs and services. **CAS aims to foster and enhance student learning, development, and achievement.**”
CAS

• Includes 43 member organizations that comprise a constituency of 115,000 higher education professionals
• Represents a significant majority of higher education practitioners in student programs and services throughout the U.S. and beyond
• Provides tools to higher education leaders assessing institutional effectiveness, student learning, and outcomes
Functional Area Standards

• General Standards
• Standards for 44 different functional areas
• Several functional areas are a part of FYE
  – Academic Advising Programs
  – Campus Activities Programs
  – Civic Engagement and Service-Learning Programs
  – Housing and Residential Life Programs
  – Orientation Programs
  – TRIO and Other Educational Opportunity
  – Undergraduate Admissions Programs and Services

www.cas.edu
@CAS_Standards
Guideposts for CAS

• Principles that Guide the CAS Standards
  – Students and Their Environments
  – Diversity and Multiculturalism
  – Organization, Leadership, and Human Resources
  – Health Engendering Environments
  – Ethical Considerations

• Characteristics of CAS Work
  – Collaboration & Consensus
  – Philosophy of Self-Regulation
  – Cross-Functional Approaches
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“Within higher education settings, increasingly issue- and topic-driven activities, programs, and services have emerged, requiring perspectives beyond the scope and responsibility of individual functional areas. These efforts must be collaborative and strategic across traditional boundaries or silos.”

(Drechsler Sharp, 2015)
Why Cross-Functional Frameworks?

- Request for guidance to deal with issues that span multiple departments
- Wanted frameworks that have common threads regardless of issue, similar to general standards
- Wanted frameworks that looked and felt similar to functional area standards
- Wanted a resource that could address emerging issues in higher education
The Charge to the National Resource Center

Develop standards and guidelines for “an approach for addressing emerging, evolving, and on-going issues or topics from a multi- and interdisciplinary perspective through teams of higher education professionals from different fields or functional areas” for the development, delivery, and assessment of a high-quality first-year experience.
Our Reaction
FYE: A Working Definition

“The first-year experience is not a single program or initiative, but rather an intentional combination of academic and co-curricular efforts within and across postsecondary institutions.”

(Koch & Gardner, 2006)
“Excellent” FYE: A Working Definition

“Excellence [is] characterized by an approach to the first year that spans the curricula and cocurriculum. This approach is central and systemic rather than appended or patched to the core institutional mission.”

(Barefoot et al., 2005)
“High-Impact” FYE: A Working Definition

“The highest quality first-year experiences place a strong emphasis on critical inquiry, frequent writing, information literacy, collaborative learning, and other skills that develop students’ intellectual an practical competencies. First-year seminars can also involve students with cutting-edge questions in scholarship and with faculty members’ own research.”

(Kuh, 2008)
Criteria for FYE “Excellence”

• “Evidence of an intentional, comprehensive approach to improving the first year that is appropriate to an institution’s type and mission.”

• “Evidence of assessment of the various initiatives that constitute this approach.”

• “Broad impact on significant numbers of first-year students, including, but not limited to special student subpopulations.”

• “Strong administrative support for first-year initiatives, evidence of institutionalization, and durability over time.”

• “Involvement of a wide range of faculty, student affairs professionals, academic administrators, and other constituent groups.”
Assumptions
- Out of our control
- Resources we need
- Goes without saying
- It's a fact
- Taken for granted
- Sequences: we follow
- Actions we perform
Assumptions for CAS FYE CFF

- Aspirational (“may even” statements)

reach for the moon

even if you fall short

you’ll land among the stars
Assumptions for CAS FYE CFF

- Process oriented and not formulaic
Assumptions for CAS FYE CFF

- Operate as an ongoing and sustained group
Assumptions for CAS FYE CFF

- Strive for participatory governance and consensus
Assumptions for CAS FYE CFF

- Attending to FY students’ psychosocial & safety needs, academic success, social well-being and sense of belonging, and 21st Century learning outcomes
Assumptions for CAS FYE CFF

- Includes FYE positional leaders, other transitions, and students

"They won't put you on committees if you dress funny and have a reputation for being irritable and irascible."...Larry Gunter
Assumptions for CAS FYE CFF

- Includes curricular and co-curricular components
Challenges

- Brand loyalty
- Format consistency with CAS Functional Area Standards
- Format consistency with other CFF being developed
Less is more... unless it’s not enough – or – The Mad-Libs approach to a comprehensive FYE

- Providing operating standards and guidelines without creating a set of instructions
- Provision of detail versus scaffolding
JUST DO IT.
Our Organizational Approach
Our Organizational Approach

- Introduction
- **Why?** The Charge & Operating Principles
- **Who?** Cross-Functional Team
- **How?** Approach and Process
- **What?** Initiatives, Strategies, and Tactics
- **So what?** Assessment
- References
IT'S NOT WHAT BUT WHY YOU DO IT

JUST
The Charge and Operating Principles

• The Charge
  ➢ “This framework advocates that cross-functional teams have a clear and defined role in the organizational structure manifest by a charge coming from source(s) of institutional authority.”

• Context for Operation

• Goals of the Cross-Functional Team
  ➢ “…needs to operate under a set of common goals that are relevant to a comprehensive FYE but also allow enough freedom for interpretation of those goals in various areas of the institution that comprise the components of the FYE.”
Cross-Functional Team

- Selection/Composition
  - “It is critical that the composition of the team includes the major stakeholders and constituents of the FYE work on campus” (i.e., faculty, representatives from core elements of the FYE, students, other student transition support efforts)

- Size

- Acknowledgement and Recognition

- Leadership, Responsibility, and Accountability
  - “While composition of the team is intended to create a foundation for participatory governance and to facilitate collaboration, it is necessary to identify a ‘leader among peers.’”
THIS IS HOW WE DO
Approach and Process

• Authority

• Resource Parameters
  ➢ “The team must have funding to operate in pursuit of its mission and goals.”
  ➢ “It is imperative to identify resources that extend beyond fiscal support to include other forms of operational assistance.”

• Inventory of Existing Practices
  ➢ “The team needs to conduct an audit of existing…initiatives at the institution as well as a review of promising practices in the field of FYE.”

• Communications
SAY WHAT?
let’s break it all the way down
• Constitution of the First-Year Experience
  ➢ “While there is no one formula for the array of initiatives that comprise a successful FYE, there are certain educational experiences that must be included as pillars for a high-quality, seamless, and comprehensive learning and transition experience for new students.”

• Integration of First-Year Educational Experiences
  ➢ “Intentional and meaningful connections across initiatives is critical to achieving true excellence.”

• Integrity and Quality of First-Year Experience Efforts
so\text{what}
Assessment

• Assessment Planning
• Identifying Existing Data
  ➢ “Individuals and teams equate assessment with data gathering effort without paying attention to the manifold sources of data that are currently available.”
• Data Collection
• Interpreting & Reporting Effectiveness of Outcomes
• Interpreting & Reporting Effectiveness of Cross-Functional Team
• Effecting Change Based on Assessment Results
External Reviewers

**Stephanie M. Foote**, Director and Associate Professor, Department of First-Year & Transition Studies (KSU)

**John N. Gardner**, President, John N. Gardner Institute for Excellence in Undergraduate Education

**Rob Kenedy**, Co-Chair, Canadian First-Year Experience Network (York University)

**Andre van Zyl**, Interim Director, South African National Resource Centre for the First-Year Experience & SIT (UJ)
Discussion Questions

• How would this framework help you in your current FYE work across campus or help generate this type of cross-functional work?

• What are some roadblocks in cross-campus collaboration for FYE?

• This framework is contingent upon support from campus leadership. How have you been successful in getting “buy-in” from the top?

• Other comments?